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Abstract

Capacitive crosstalk between adjacent wires in long on-
chip buses significantly increases propagation delay in the
deep submicron regime. A high-speed bus can be designed
by eliminating crosstalk delay through bus encoding. In
this paper, we present an overview of the existing coding
schemes and show that they require either a large wiring
overhead or complex encoder-decoder circuits. We propose
a family of codes referred to as overlapping codes that re-
duce both overheads. We construct two codes from this fam-
ily and demonstrate their superiority over existing schemes
in terms of area and energy dissipation. Specifically, for a
1-cm 32-bit bus in 0.13-µm CMOS technology, we present
a 48-wire solution that has 1.98× speed-up, 10% energy
savings and requires 20% less area than shielding.

1 Introduction

On-chip global buses are increasing in length with in-
creasing die sizes, resulting in large propagation delays [1]-
[3]. The delays of these buses can limit the system per-
formance in many high-speed microprocessors [2, 3]. This
trend is anticipated to worsen in the future due to the in-
creasing gap between gate delay and interconnect delay
brought about by shrinking feature sizes. In deep sub-
micron (DSM) era, the coupling capacitance is significant
compared to the bulk capacitance. Hence, the capacitive
crosstalk due to the transitions on adjacent wires leads to a
significant increase in the worst-case delay [4]-[7]. This in-
crease in the delay is referred to as the crosstalk delay. Cod-
ing techniques [5]-[7] have been proposed to avoid crosstalk
delay.

Coding is the process of mapping information bits or
data words into codewords such that the codewords exhibit
certain desired properties. In order to prevent crosstalk de-
lay, any two codewords following one another on the bus
should not have transitions that incur the crosstalk delay
penalty. This can be achieved by either avoiding specific
data patterns [6] or avoiding opposing transitions on adja-
cent wires [7]. However, for large buses, it is impractical
to encode all bits at once due to the prohibitive complexity
of the encoder-decoder (codec) circuits. Therefore, partial
coding [6, 7] is employed in which the bus is broken into

sub-buses of smaller width which are encoded into sub-
channels. These sub-channels are then combined in such
a way so as to avoid crosstalk delay at their boundaries.
This recombination requires additional wires [6, 7] and ad-
ditional codec delay [6].

In this paper, we present overlapping codes. In this par-
tial coding technique, adjacent sub-channels are overlapped
in order to obtain compact buses for a given data rate. While
such a scheme reduces the wiring overhead and codec com-
plexity of combining sub-channels, it places additional re-
strictions on the component partial codes. Depending on the
partial codes used, we show that these restrictions can be
satisfied either by reducing the code rate or by using mem-
ory to track the state of the partial code. We construct two
codes using this technique and show that at a given through-
put, the wiring and the computational overheads are reduced
compared to existing schemes.

2 Bus Models

In this section, we review the analytical models for de-
lay and energy dissipation in DSM buses. In this paper, we
assume an n-bit parallel bus in a single metal layer. Further,
we assume that rise time of the drivers and the loss in the
interconnects are such that the inductance can be safely ig-
nored [3]. Such DSM buses can be modeled as distributed
RC networks with coupling capacitance between adjacent
wires.

2.1 Delay Model

The delay of line l (1 < l < n) of the bus is given by [5]

Tl = τ0
[

(1+2λ)∆2
l −λ∆l(∆l−1 +∆l+1)

]

, (1)

where τ0 is the delay of a crosstalk-free line, λ is the ratio of
the coupling capacitance to the bulk capacitance, and ∆l is
the transition occurring on line l. ∆l is equal to 1 for 0-to-1
transition, -1 for 1-to-0 transition, and 0 for no transition.

2.2 Energy Model

The average dissipated energy per bus transfer depends
on the statistical distribution of the data and is given by [8]

E = tr(CT A)V 2
dd, (2)



∆l−1 ∆l ∆l+1 Relative Delay
– – – 0
↑ ↑ ↑ 1
– ↑ ↑ 1+λ
– ↑ – 1+2λ
↑ ↑ ↓ 1+2λ
↓ ↑ – 1+3λ
↓ ↑ ↓ 1+4λ

Table 1. Relative delay of line l.

where A is the transition activity matrix [8], tr(X) is the
trace of the matrix X , Vdd is the supply voltage, and CT is a
n×n capacitance matrix given by
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where the C is the total bulk capacitance of a line.

3 Crosstalk Avoidance Coding

In this section, we review existing coding schemes which
avoid crosstalk delay. The delay model described in Section
2 indicates that the delay of a line depends on the transitions
on the line and its adjacent lines. Table 1 lists the delay of
line l of an n-bit bus, where 1 < l < n, for certain com-
binations of transitions. In the table, ↑ indicates a 0-to-1
transition, ↓ indicates a 1-to-0 transition, and “–” indicates
no transition on the line. From Table 1, we see that with
large values of λ, the worst case delay can be significantly
higher than the delay in the absence of coupling. Coding
techniques [5]-[7] have been proposed in which the relative
delay is limited to 1+2λ.

A very simple method to reduce the relative delay from
1+4λ to 1+2λ is to insert a grounded wire between every
data wire on the bus. This scheme, referred to as shield-
ing, requires n = 2k − 1 wires to transmit k-bits of data
on the bus. Coding schemes also reduce the delay, but re-
quire fewer wires than shielding. In the succeeding subsec-
tions, we enumerate the properties desired in a code to avoid
crosstalk delay and classify existing coding schemes based
on these properties.

3.1 Crosstalk avoidance code properties

In a (n,k) memoryless code used in crosstalk delay
avoidance, a k-bit data word is encoded as an n-bit code-
word such that the 2k n-bit codewords can be sent on the
bus in any arbitrary sequence with relative delay less than
or equal to 1 + 2λ. This is possible if one of the following
two conditions is satisfied.

• Forbidden transition [7]: A transition from one code-
word to another codeword does not cause adjacent
wires to transition in opposite directions.

CB 1
0000
0100
0001
0101
0111
1100
1101
1111
(a)

CB 2
0000
0010
0011
1000
1010
1110
1011
1111
(b)

Figure 1. Forbidden transition codewords for
n = 4: (a) codebook with “0101" codeword and
(b) codebook with “1010" codeword.

• Forbidden pattern [6]: None of the codewords has
the bit pattern “101” or “010” appearing in it.

Note that the forbidden pattern condition allows opposing
transitions to occur on adjacent wires as long as they do not
cause delays greater than 1 + 2λ; the forbidden transition
condition allows forbidden patterns in its codewords as long
as they do not cause opposing transitions.

3.2 Forbidden transition codes

The largest set of codewords satisfying the forbidden
transition condition is the set of codewords that can tran-
sition to a class 1 codeword (a codeword with alternat-
ing 0 and 1 bits) without generating forbidden transitions
[7]. For example, the two largest sets (codebooks) of 4-bit
codewords that satisfy the forbidden transition condition are
shown in Figure 1. The (4,3) code in CB1 can be used to
implement a 3-bit bus at a code rate (defined as k/n) of 75%.
The encoder and the decoder are simple combinational cir-
cuits requiring nine 2-input gates [7]. For forbidden transi-
tion codes, the code rate does not always increase with n.
The (4,3) codes have the highest rate for n < 10.

It has been shown in [7] that the number of valid n-bit
codewords MFT (n) satisfying the forbidden transition con-
dition is

MFT (n) = Fn+2, (4)

where Fn is the Fibonacci sequence satisfying Fn = Fn−1 +
Fn−2 with initial conditions F1 = F2 = 1. The maximum
number of data bits that can be encoded using n wires is

k = blog2(MFT (n))c. (5)

If MFT (n) is greater than 2k, then we can choose a sub-

set of 2k codewords in
(MFT (n)

2k

)

ways. Further, the 2k data

patterns can be mapped to the 2k codewords in 2k! ways.
Thus, the total number of options for the codebook and the
mapping is

(MFT (n)

2k

)

2k!. For example, for (n,k) = (6,4),
an exhaustive search for a codebook and a mapping result-
ing in the optimal codec implementation requires evaluating
4.3×1017 options. The computational complexity of such a
search is prohibitive. Hence, in order to estimate the codec
complexity for forbidden transition codes, we use an arbi-
trary code book and mapping and obtain an implementation
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Figure 2. Hardware requirements for forbid-
den transition codes.

using the boolean optimization software SIS [9]. Figure 2
shows the number of 2-input gates required in the codec for
data-width k from 3 to 12. From the figure, we see that the
hardware complexity grows exponentially with k.

Thus, for large buses, it is impractical to encode all k
bits at once due to the large complexity in the design and
the implementation of the codec. Therefore, partial coding
[7] is employed wherein the bus is broken into sub-buses
of smaller width which are encoded into sub-channels. In
[7], two adjacent sub-channels are combined using a ded-
icated shield wire. We denote such codes as FTC(n̂, k̂),
where n̂ and k̂ are the number of code bits and data bits
in the largest sub-channel, respectively. For example, a 32-
bit bus implemented using FTC(4,3) requires 53 wires with
10 sub-channels and two shielded data wires [7]. This par-
tial coding solution requires 90 gates in the encoder and the
decoder. A 48-wire solution is also possible for the 32-bit
bus using FTC(17,12), where two sub-channels each with
FTC(17,12), one sub-channel with FTC(10,7), and a single
wire are employed. However, this scheme requires 44,654
two-input gates in the encoder and the decoder.

Note that the lower bound on n for k = 32 using memo-
ryless codes is 46. If we use codes with memory, the lower
bound reduces to 40 [7]. However, the complexity is ex-
cessive. Also, partial coding using codes with memory is
more complex than memoryless partial coding. For exam-
ple, a 48-wire solution for a 32-bit bus using (8,6) codes
with memory requires more than 200,000 2-input gates as
compared to 44,654 gates required by FTC(17,12).

3.3 Forbidden pattern codes

Forbidding bit patterns “101” and “010” in codewords
results in more codewords for the same n than forbidding
opposing transitions. The number of codewords is given
by [6]

MFP(n) = 2Fn+1. (6)

However, this increase in the number of codewords trans-
lates into at most one additional data bit that can be encoded
for the same n and complexity still grows exponentially with
k. Further, combining sub-channels using grounded wires
is not possible as the forbidden patterns can appear at the

mapping

mapping

boundary bit

boundary bit

boundary bit

k̂-to-(n̂−2)

k̂-to-(n̂−2)

k̂−2

k̂−2 n̂−2

n̂−2

k̂ bits

k̂ bits

Figure 3. Overlapping codes.

Data Code
0000 00000
0001 00001
0010 00110
0011 00011
0100 01100
0101 00111
0110 01110
0111 01111
1000 10000
1001 10001
1010 11000
1011 10011
1100 11100
1101 11001
1110 11110
1111 11111

(a)

mapping
4-to-3

mapping
4-to-3

(b)
Figure 4. Forbidden pattern overlapping
codes (FPOC): (a) forbidden pattern codes for
n = 5, (b) overlapping code for (n̂, k̂) = (5,4).

boundary. Instead in [6], two sub-channels or groups are
placed adjacent to each other and if the last bit of the first
group differs from the first bit of the second group, then the
bits of the second group are inverted. A group complement
bit is transmitted to enable the decoder to correctly decode
the group. We denote this family of forbidden pattern codes
as FPC(n̂, k̂), where n̂ and k̂ are the number of code-bits
and data-bits in a sub-channel, respectively. For large bus
width, this scheme suffers from the rippling of data in the
group complement logic. For example, a 52-wire solution
for a 32-bit bus requires 310 two-input gates and has a logic
depth of 36 two-input gates [6].

4 Overlapping Codes

In the previous section, we concluded that encoding a
wide bus is non-trivial and that existing partial coding tech-
niques involve either large wiring or logic gate overhead.
Therefore, we need a technique to place sub-channels next
to each other without requiring shielded wires as in [7] or
complement logic and additional wires as in [6]. We pro-
pose to employ overlapping codes for this purpose. In over-
lapping codes, two adjacent sub-channels are overlapped at
their boundary as shown in Figure 3. If n̂ and k̂ are the num-
ber of code-bits and data-bits in the sub-channel, then k̂ data



Cpast = 0 Cpast = 1
Data Spast = 0 Spast = 1 Spast = 0 Spast = 1

Code S C Code S C Code S C Code S C
000 0000 d 0 0000 d 0 0000 d 1 0000 d 1
010 0100 1 0 0100 1 0 0010 1 1 0010 1 1
001 0001 0 0 0001 0 0 0011 d 1 0011 d 1
011 0111 1 0 0111 1 0 0001 0 0 0111 1 0
100 1100 d 0 1100 d 0 1000 0 1 1000 0 1
110 1000 0 1 1110 1 1 1110 1 1 1110 1 1
101 1101 0 0 1101 0 0 1011 0 1 1011 0 1
111 1111 d 0 1111 d 0 1111 d 1 1111 d 1

(a)

Cpast = 0 Cpast = 1
Code Data C Code Data C
0000 000 0 0000 000 1
0001 001 0 0011 001 1
0100 010 0 0010 010 1
0111 011 0 0001 011 0
1100 100 0 0111 011 0
1101 101 0 1000 100 1
1000 110 1 1011 101 1
1110 110 1 1110 110 1
1111 111 0 1111 111 1

(b)

Figure 5. Mappings for FTOC(4,3): (a) encoder and (b) decoder.

bits are mapped to the central n̂−2 bits of the codeword, and
the boundary bits of the data word form the boundary bits
of the codeword. This coding technique will avoid crosstalk
delay if the following two conditions are satisfied simulta-
neously,

1. Overlapping does not cause crosstalk delay in the
boundary bits.

2. In the sub-channels, a mapping with unchanged
boundary bits exists from data words to codewords.

It is easy to show that the forbidden pattern codes do
not satisfy the first condition and the forbidden transition
codes do not satisfy the second condition. In this section,
we construct codes that satisfy both the conditions.

4.1 Forbidden pattern overlapping codes

We denote this family of codes as FPOC(n̂,k̂). An exam-
ple of forbidden pattern code with (n̂, k̂) = (5,4) that satis-
fies condition 2 is shown in Figure 4(a). However, the for-
bidden patterns “101” and “010” will appear if two codes
are overlapped. To solve this problem, we duplicate the
boundary bits as shown in Figure 4(b). Now, forbidden
patterns cannot occur at the boundary. Further, forbidden
patterns cannot occur within the sub-channels as the sub-
channels transmit valid codewords. Thus, the relative delay
is reduced to 1 + 2λ. However, the code rate has dropped
to (k̂− 1)/n̂ = 3/5. Forbidden pattern overlapping codes
eliminate the large ripple delay that occurs in the group
complement logic of the existing forbidden pattern codes.
However, the wiring overhead remains the same as in [6].

4.2 Forbidden transition overlapping codes

We denote this family of codes as FTOC(n̂,k̂). For the
sub-channel code that satisfies the forbidden transition con-
dition, we use the (4,3) code (Figure 1) as it has a high code
rate and can be manipulated to satisfy both the required con-
ditions listed above. For any (n̂, k̂) sub-code, we need 2k̂−2

codewords for each of the 4 possible combinations of the
boundary bits. For the (4,3) code, we need 2 codewords for
each of the 4 boundary conditions. The codewords with the
same boundary bits are grouped together in Figure 1. As
can be seen, neither of the two codebooks satisfies condi-
tion 2 listed above. Codebook CB1 has only one codeword
with boundary bits “1”, “0” and codebook CB2 has only
one codeword with boundary bits “0”, “1”. However, code-
books CB1 and CB2 have 3 codewords with boundary bits

“0”, “1” and “1”, “0” respectively. We satisfy condition 2
by transitioning between the two codebooks.

The mappings for the code, referred to as FTOC(4,3), is
shown in Figure 5. When CB1 (Cpast = 0) is being used
and the current input data word is “110”, we transition to
CB2 (C = 1) as shown in Figure 5(a) and encode “110” as
either “1000” or “1110” depending on the previous code-
word on the sub-channel. This is because the codeword
“1000” cannot follow the codewords in the set {“0100”,
“0101”, “0111”} (S = 1) of CB1 without causing oppos-
ing transitions and “1110” cannot follow {“0001”, “0101”,
“1101”} (S = 0). Since neither “1000” nor “1110” can fol-
low “0101”, we remove it from CB1. Similarly, the code-
word “1010” is removed from CB2 and a transition from
CB2 to CB1 occurs for data word “011”. The mappings
when CB2 is the previous codebook (Cpast = 1) are also
shown in Figure 5(a). The encoder needs memory to keep
track of the current codebook index C and the set index S of
the previous codeword. The decoder also tracks the current
codebook C. The mappings for the decoder are shown in
Figure 5(b).

This code achieves a code rate of 66.6% and requires 48
wires to implement a 32-bit bus, which compares favorably
to the lower bound of 46 wires for memoryless codes. Note
that it is not guaranteed for all n̂ that condition 2 can be
satisfied by combining the two codebooks.

5 Simulation Results and Discussions

In this section, we compare the proposed codes with the
existing schemes by designing a global 32-bit bus in a 0.13-
µm CMOS technology. Table 2 lists the number of wires,
the delay, and the average energy dissipation of the 32-bit
bus employing the various codes. Note that the average bus
energy per bus transition is a function of the statistical distri-
bution of the data, which depends on the application. Here,
we assume that the data is spatially and temporally uncor-
related, with “0” and “1” being equiprobable.

Compared to the uncoded bus, all the codes improve the
bus delay from (1+4λ)τ0 to (1+2λ)τ0 but differ in terms
of the number of wires required. The proposed FTOC(4,3)
code requires the least number of wires. It requires 48
wires, which corresponds to 24% reduction compared to
shielding.

The codes also reduce the coupling component of energy
dissipation of the bus by avoiding some of the high-energy
coupling transitions while satisfying forbidden transition
and forbidden pattern conditions. However, this comes at
the cost of increased self transitions as seen in Table 2. For



Table 2. Code comparison for a 32-bit bus.
Coding Bus Codec overheads
Scheme No. of wires Delay (×τ0) Average energy (×CV 2

dd ) Area (µm2) Delay (ps) Average energy (pJ)
Uncoded 32 1+4λ 8.0+15.5λ 0 0 0
Shielding 63 1+2λ 8.0+15.5λ 0 0 0
FPC(5,4) 52 1+2λ 13.0+13.0λ 9503 1784 9.10

FPOC(5,4) 52 1+2λ 13.0+13.0λ 6290 250 5.26
FTC(4,3) 53 1+2λ 8.9+12.4λ 1830 107 1.61

FTOC(4,3) 48 1+2λ 10.4+11.1λ 9760 235 5.78
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Figure 6. Speed-up over uncoded 32-bit bus: (a) as a function of bus length L at λ = 2.8 and (b) as a
function of λ at L = 10 mm.

example, FTOC(4,3) reduces the coupling transition com-
ponent from 15.5 to 11.1, but increases the self-transition
component from 8 to 10.4. Therefore, the value of λ plays
an important role in determining reduction in both delay and
energy.

Except shielding, all other codes have additional codec
overheads that reduce the effectiveness of the codes. Ta-
ble 2 lists area, delay, and average energy dissipation of the
codecs. The overheads are estimated from synthesized gate-
level netlists obtained using a 0.13-µm CMOS standard cell
library.

In order to determine the impact of codec overheads, we
consider a metal 4 bus with minimum width of 0.2 µm and
minimum spacing of 0.2 µm. The value of λ depends on
the metal coverage in upper and lower metal layers [1, 2].
We vary λ between the following two extreme scenarios.
First, 100% metal coverage is assumed in metal layers 3 and
5, resulting in λ = 0.95. Second, all the bulk capacitance
is assumed to be from metal 4 to the substrate, resulting
in λ = 4.6. The bus length L is varied between 6 and 14
mm. We assume 50× minimum-sized drivers and obtain
bus delay and energy using HSPICE [10].

Figure 6 plots the speed-up achieved by codes. Speed-up
is defined as the ratio of the uncoded bus delay to the total
(bus+codec) delay of the coded bus. Thus, the additional
latency due to coding is accounted for in the comparison.
The speed-up achieved increases with L as shown in Figure
6(a). The codec delay has significant impact on the speed-
up at small L. For large L, FTOC(4,3) achieves speed-up
greater than 2.0× over the uncoded bus. Comparing the two
codes satisfying forbidden pattern condition, we see that the

proposed FPOC(5,4) has 2× speed-up compared to 1.2×
speed-up achieved by FPC(5,4).

Figure 6(b) plots the speed-up achieved for a 10-mm 32-
bit bus as function of λ. Larger λ values result in higher
speed-ups for the codes. Therefore, crosstalk avoidance
codes will become more effective in future as it is estimated
that λ will be as high as 10 in future technologies [6].

Note that shielding achieves the maximum possible
speed-up at each L and λ as it has no coding latency. With
technology scaling, speed-up due to the codes will approach
the speed-up due to shielding because of the increasing gap
between speeds of logic and interconnect. However, even in
the current technology, the proposed codes have an advan-
tage over shielding in terms of area and energy efficiency as
shown next.

Figure 7(a) plots the energy savings compared to the
uncoded bus as a function of L at λ = 2.8. The dashed
curves indicate the bus energy savings achieved when the
codec energy overhead is ignored. Note that shielding does
not provide any energy savings. Energy savings for the
codes increase with L. Even though bus energy savings for
FTOC(4,3) is higher than FTC(4,3), the codec energy over-
head is significant in the current technology and FTOC(4,3)
approaches FTC(4,3) only for long buses. As discussed
above, the codec overhead will decrease in future and total
energy savings will approach the bus energy savings shown
in the dashed curves.

Figure 7(b) plots the energy savings as a function of λ for
a 10-mm bus. As expected, the energy savings of all codes
except shielding increase with increase in λ. The achievable
energy savings for FTOC(4,3) is 22% for λ = 4.6. It reduces
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Figure 7. Energy savings over uncoded 32-bit bus : (a) as a function of bus length L at λ = 2.8 and
(b) as a function of λ at L = 10 mm. The dashed curves indicate the corresponding energy savings
without coding overhead.
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Figure 8. Area savings over shielding for a
32-bit bus.

to 10% when coding overhead is included. FPC(4,3) and
FPOC(4,3) do not provide energy savings as the reduction
in coupling transition component is canceled by the increase
in self-transition component. Therefore, codes based on for-
bidden transition condition, FTC(4,3) and FTOC(4,3), are
more suitable for crosstalk avoidance than codes based on
forbidden pattern condition.

Finally, Figure 8 plots the area savings over shielding.
As discussed in Section 3, reduction in area is the main mo-
tivation for employing codes instead of shielding. Note that
the area savings are computed after including the codec area
overhead. The proposed FTOC(4,3) provides 20% area sav-
ings over shielding for L = 10 mm and the savings increase
with L. Similar to energy and delay, the codecs will occupy
less area with technology scaling and area savings will im-
prove in future.
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